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I pledge my HEAD to clearer think· 
ing, my HFART to gTeater loy(flty, rny 
HANUS to largeT service, rny HEALTH 
to better living for rny club, my com· 
munity and my country. 
BIJ L. H. ROBBINS 
The six ru:al boys and girls acclaimed 
in Chicago this month as the healthiest of 
the year in 4-H Clubs in the United States 
had given that pledge, as have more than 
5,000,000 other young Americans of the 
farm lands and the villages in the last two 
decades. 
Four-H youngsters agree "to make the 
best better" and " to grow in wisdom, and 
in stature, and in favor with God and man," 
and they carry out these promises so well 
that sociologists call their organization 
"one of the most potent influences for 
gcod in the nation," and Presidential can-
didates never fail to toss it bouquets of 
praise. 
Now and then the metropolitan papers 
make brief mention of boys who take na· 
tiona! prizes as breeders of poultry or baby-
beef cattle; of girls who excel in baking, 
preserving or dressmaking, and of boys 
and girls who win the scholarship of the 
Department of Agriculture. But the 4-H 
Clubs, as a rule, are not much heard about 
in the cities. 
They flourish modestly in places remote 
from the national spotlight; places like 
Aurelia, Iowa; Aspermont, Texas; Uriah, 
Ala., and Zumbrola, Minn. They hide 
away in 60,000 farming communities in 
this country, Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto 
Rico. Their membership, though contin-
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ually changing, remains steady at about 
1,000,000, and represents one-twelfth of all 
the rural young people. 
* * * On a Saturday noon in a Midwestern 
State a farm truck halts at a country 
school and takes aboard a cargo of boys 
and girls between the ages of 10 and 18. 
Some riding with the driver, some dan-
gling their legs out at the tailboard, the 
rest seated flat on the floor, they roll away 
down the prairie road, a ruddy, jolly, chaf-
fing, singing lot. A boys' club and a girls' 
club have held a joint meeting at the school 
to plan an exhibit for the country fair, a 
display of things they have produced this 
year in their 4-H projects. Follow the 
truck as it delivers them at their farm 
homes. 
The freckled Johnny Brown, 14, leads 
you to the barn and proudly shows you the 
heifer calf he has been raising under the 
direction of his club leader, a rising young 
farmer who was a 4-H boy ten years ago. 
No fortune-earning race horse is ever 
brought along with fonder care than John-
ny's heifer. Her yellow coat is sleek, her 
bed is soft and neat. Her every meal is 
weighed and recorded- chart and pencil 
hang handy above the feed bin. Will she 
take ribbons at the county cattle show? 
'~Ain't no doubt about it!" says Johnny. 
When his project is completed he will 
write a report of many pages, telling of his 
work in patient detail. Sometimes it hap-
pens that such a boy will discover a new 
wrinkle in cattle feeding and will be sum· 
moned to impart it to veteran cattle men. 
ontl)lp 
Price 3 sen Published by the Hokuseido Nishikicho,. Kanda, Tokyo 
A strong point of 4-H work is that it is 
closely linked with the practical life of the 
grown-up world around. Other boys of 
the district are raising heifers in friendly 
competition with Johnny. The winner will 
get a trip to the 4-H round-up at the State 
Agricultural College in company with win-
ners from other counties, where he will 
hear of the fine things that can be accom· 
plished in farming by those who keep on 
trymg " to make the best better" after 
they become men. He may even be one 
of four children of his State to earn an 
invitation from the government to attend 
a national encampment at Washington, 
where agriculture has its great museums 
and laboratories. He may be enabled to 
visit Chicago, capital of the nation's food 
supply, to see its mighty stock yards and 
granaries, or New York, with its markets, 
exchanges and shipping. The agricultural 
departments of the railroads make such 
excursions possible for the deserving. 
At 14 Jolmny has had to stop school; his 
father farms in an unenlightened way and 
the family is poor. But the 4-H Club has 
shown Johnny a vision of the opportunities 
his environment holds, no matter how un· 
favorable its conditions may be. And the 
chances are two in five, a national survey 
reveals, that he will share his inspiration 
with his dad and that the father will learn 
better farming practice from Johnny. 
Down the road a piece ~Wilbur Haskins, 
12, has a patch of field corn on which he 
lavishes the attention a lady rock-gardener 
gives to her alpines. Out of ils yield he 
will choose twelve perfect ears, their rows 
of kernels full to the very tassel end, and 
enter them in a contest against any other 
dozen ears in the township. Last year his 
seed corn took second money-$2.50 in 
trade at a store in the county seat; but 
Wilbur, being a true 4-H-er, is not satisfied 
with minor honors. 
With Equal pains his younger brother 
and sister are bringing up a flock of White 
Wyandottes. They know the points that 
count, how to cull out the less worthy 
stock, how to feed, water and clean for 
perfection, and they will know to a cent 
what their expense has been. They learn 
the technique from an expert poultryman 
in the village who gives an hour a week to 
the 4-H members, letting them visit his 
plant to see how incubators and brooders 
are operated and how eggs are tested, 
graded and packed for the market. They 
will show a pen of their plump white pets 
at the fair, groomed to the last toe-nail. 
* * * A million 4-H youngsters are absorbed 
in voluntary undertakings like those of 
Johnny, the Haskins children and Susan. 
Three in four will carry them through to 
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TO THIS MAN GERMANY ENTRUSTS 
* * HER DESTINY * * 
the end. They will average two and one-
half years in club activity. The boy who 
last year won the gold cup offered by Presi-
dent Roosevelt had a record of nine years 
of 4-H achievement. 
The young people learn by doing. They By OTTO D. TOLISCHUS second Four-Year Plan is to provide Ger-
learn sources of information. They do so- BErrLIN many with the economic armament of war-
dally useful things. Early in life they ac- The destiny of Germany and the fate of time self-sufficiency without which the 
quire a sense of the community and their National SoCialism rest today in the hands sword alone has proved to be a brittle weap. 
part in it; an understanding of the whole- of one man-Hermann Wilhelm Goering, on; but beyond that it is also an attempt, 
some truth that getting ahead requires the "Minister-President" of the Third through comparative autarchy in peace-
getting along with the neighbors and play- Reich, whom Adolf Hitler has appointed time, to meet the economic consequences 
ing the game fairly. And they make as his plenipotentiary commissar in charge of the first Four-Year Plan and its methods. 
money. At 18 a New York boy had earn- of his second Four-Year Plan. If the second Four-Year Plan succeeds, 
ed $3,000 in 4-H prizes, and a Western boy The first Four-Year Plan of the Hitler Germany will be economically independent 
had made his twenty-one projects pay him regime restored Germany's military power; and the National Socialist regime will be 
$5,600. it "forged the sword" which, according to free to shape her destiny without regard 
The boys plant trees-in New York Hitler's book "Me in Kampf," is the first to world opinion. If the plan fails, National 
State they have planted more than 7,000,- prerequisite to German world power. The Socialism will have to seek relief abroad, 
000 since 1926. They grow cotton .,------------------------- to surrender to the "dictate of 
and potatoes, raise turkeys and · I international capitalism," which 
pheasants, practice judging at pet i demands vital changes in policy 
shows and cattle shows, gain skill and even personnel as the price 
in dairying, farm-shop work and for aid-or else face the risk of 
range management. The girls com- war or revolution. 
pete with the boys in some of those For National Socialism, there-
activities, but go in most for home fore, if not for Germany, the second 
econo1 ics. They bake bread, make Four-Year Plan is a question of 
their clothing, dress the younger "to be or not to be." It is the 
children of the household, delve weapon behind the new National 
in home decoration. And all 4-H ( Continut>d on pap;P 5) 
members learn about budgets. 
They do their club work in the cellent results obtained in districts 
spare time they can find when already supplied. 
school duties and home chores are * " * 
out of the way. Rural sociologists find that 4-H 
work tends to raise the ideals and 
* * * standards of the farm home and 
Back in 1899 American agricul- the farming community, to build 
ture was beginning to feel the well-managed lives and to make 
effects of its old go-as-you-please for happier living. Notably, it has 
system. The drift of young people lengthened the average period of 
from the farms had set in. Farm- school training in the farm lands, 
ers' institutes were poorly attend- and it turns thousands of ambitious 
ed. At such a meeting in Illinois boys and girls ·toward college, 
Will B. Atwill thought to stimulate where they fit themselves to re-
the interest of youth in farming by turn to the land for fine careers in 
offering seed corn to boys and a agriculture. 
prize for the best crop. That was In messages to the 4-H Clubs 
the origin of the 4-H movement. Secretary Henry A. Wallace has 
The movement is now a part said: "We are not working to 
of the nation's agricultural exten- out-compete our fellows but to 
sion system made possible by the compete with the best in oursel-
Smith-Lever act of 1914, whose ob- Winter in Czecho-Slovak countryside. ves." And again, "Individual skill 
jects were an efficient agriculture, is not enough today. To attain our 
an adequate supply of food and clothing exchange wisdom they have picked up. highest destiny we must also learn to 
for the nation, an enriched country life Public speaking is encouraged as being work together. * * * And together we are 
and an alert, progressive rural people. an essential of future community leader- going to work out an agriculture in this 
From the Department of Agriculture and ship. A feature of any meeting is a set country which will make us all much hap-
the land-grant colleges, encouragement and address by one of the members, in which, pier than we have been in the past." 
inspiration go out through the country as a rule, he reports on work he has done. Government authorities say that the 
agricultural agents to the young people's The clubs get up musical and dramatic clubs of the junior farmers are helping to 
clubs. The clubs report to the county entertainments for themselves and their meet the biggest need of rural life, namely, 
agents, by whom their work is guided. elders, and young talent has its chance to community cooperation and team-work. 
Volunteer leaders to the number of 100,000, be heard. A 4-H presentation of the opera, The farmers of America, proverbially in-
men and women of capacity and vision, "The Bohemian Girl," in Iowa and long dividualistic since pioneer days, are unit· 
supplement the work of the county agents. ago enlisted juniors from all parts of the ing against their common problems for the 
The clubs in turn develop leaders for the State and drew an outdoor audience of first time in history. Praise for the change 
succeeding crop of young people. 10,000. The clubs often hold picnics, hikes, is given to the rural free delivery, the 
The club meetings are lively affairs, athletic meets and vacation camps. They telephone, the automobile, the radio and, 
held in school houses, court houses, private bring cheer to many a country district no less, to the 4-H. 
homes or in the open, and conducted usual- where social life is scarce. The emblem of the clubs is the four-leaf 
ly by the members themselves, with an Any young person may join a 4-H Club clover with a white "H" on each leaf. It 
older person sitting in for counsel. Often if there is one in his neighborhood. The seems to mean good luck to the nation. 
there is a talk from a grown-up visitor, clubs are not plentiful enough, however, The Republic of China thinks so, for it has 
perhaps a teacher from the State College, for the need. A recent government report lately borrowed the 4-H idea from us. The 
on a subject of moment to young agricul- advocates increasing their number, argu- Chinese call their clubs "Four-Progress" 
tural ambition. The members debate the ing that appropriations for additional train- clubs, since they have no H and, in fact, 
problems encountered in their projects and ed leaders would pay, judging by the ex- no alphabet. But they keep the 4-H spirit. 
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That Other Farm Crop- The 
* * Human One * * 
By 0. E. BAKER 
Senior Agricultural Economist, United States Department of Agriculture 
WASHINGTON. 
Many city people may have wondered 
during recent years why the Federal Gov· 
ernment has been attempting, with so much 
determination, and in so many ways, to im-
prove the lot of the farmers of the nation. 
Perhaps no other element in our population 
has had such intensive treatment. Yet the 
farm population includes only about one-
fourth of the total population of the country. 
There may be several explanations of the 
farmer's importance in our national scheme, 
but there is one which, in my opinion, over-
shadows the others. It is to the rural re-
gions that we must look for the maintenance 
and replenishment of our population. 
If the respective birth rates in the country 
and in the city are maintained at their pres-
ent levels, and migration from the farms is 
resumed in predepression numbers, more 
than two-thirds of the nation's population a 
century hence will be descended from the 
rural people, and less than one-third from 
families now living in cities and towns of 
over 2,500. This assumes no net immigra-
tion from foreign lands. If, as during the 
depression, there should be no farm·to·city 
migration, the descendants of the rural 
people of today would be five times as 
numerous a century from now as the des-
cendants of city people. 
In promoting the welfare of the farmer, 
therefore, and in making life on the land 
more attractive, the government is dealing 
not only with today's minority-it is dealing 
also with tomorrow's overwhelming ma-
jority. * * * 
So far as the student of population trends 
can see, always provided that restrictions on 
foreign immigration are not relaxed, there 
is no escape from the evils of a declining 
population, beginning perhaps as early as 
1950, unless the drift from the country to 
congested urban areas, arrested in 1930, 
should be permanently halted. Ten adults 
in our large cities are now raising only about 
seven children. Should present birth rates 
persist, these seven will have only five chil-
dren and the five only three and one·half. 
If there were no migration between city and 
·country or from abroad, New York City in 
three generations, or a century, would have 
only about one-third the people it has to-
day. A typical farming community, on the 
other hand, would have double its present 
number. 
The history of the United States, like that 
of other countries which have been rapidly 
industrialized, shows that industry and ur-
banism are inclined to go hand in hand, and 
that when combined they persistently reduce 
the birth rate. If food could be produced 
in laboratories, so that a nation could be 
entirely urban, that nation, given the present 
birth rates, would almost disappear within 
ten generations. It would probably revert, 
in a much shorter time, to a simple rural 
life, possibly to semi-barbarism, because its 
economic and political structure would tend 
to fall to pieces. 
On a less catastrophic scale a declining 
population, which we shall certainly have 
to face within a generation if the b irth 
rates continue to drop, means a relative 
increase in the number of the aged and 
a decrease in the number of the young, and, 
later, of the productive middle aged. Since 
there would be relatively fewer and fewer 
producers after a couple of decades, a rise 
in the cost of living or a decline in the 
standard of living would probably set in, 
particularly if technical progress is retard-
ed, as seems possible. 
America has time to take remedial meas-
ures. The number of births reached its 
peak in 1921, when about 3,000,000 babies 
were born, and held to nearly the same level 
until 1924. Our most numerous age group, 
therefore, is now . between 12 and 15 years 
of age, and will be at the height of its pro· 
ductive powers, economically, in from fifteen 
to twenty-five years. So far as the age 
composition of the population is influential, 
the next quarter century should be years of 
exceptional prosperity, particularly for the 
building industry. But there are being born 
at present only about 2,300,000 babies a 
year, and the trend is downward. In a 
quarter or a third of a century the need for 
additional housing will end, and there will 
be twice as many people over 65 as at pres· 
ent. 
The human crop is failing. It is failing 
in large part because under urban conditions 
a child is an economic liability, not an asset, 
and because-except during ·the depression 
years-an increasing percentage of our 
people live in cities. 
This decline in birth rate, which has 
grown more noticeable in recent years and 
has been accentuated by the virtual end .of 
immigration, has been going on for more 
than a century. At the time of the firs t 
census, in 1790, the United States was about 
75 per cent rural. Until the Civil War 
population doubled every quarter century. 
Immigration was insignificant during most 
of this period. If this rate of increase had 
been maintained, our population today would 
be over 250,000,000, as President Lincoln 
forecast. 
But even before the Civil War influences 
were at work to draw farm youth to the 
cities, and after the Civil War migration 
was rapid. Progress in industrial technique 
centered around the steam engine, and the 
steam engine, unlike the hand loom or the 
wood-carver's tools, could not be taken into 
the home. 
In industry workers had to go where the 
power was, and the power was either set up 
in ,communities already urban or it created 
-cities around it. Progress in the technique 
of agriculture was not so rapid, but it did 
enable one farm worker in 1930 to produce 
about as much as three farm workers in 
1830. The land was able, therefore, to 
spare recruits to industry. 
Two worlds grew up- the world of the 
commercial farm and the small town, and 
the world of the city a·nd the factory. They 
intermixed along their boundaries, yet in 
ways of thinking and living they radically 
differed. 
* * * 
In recent years we have seen a break-down 
of farm isolation. Good roads and the au-
tomobile bring the farmer to town easily. 
The t elephone enables him to converse with 
his neighbors, to order supplies, to call the 
doctor. By means of the radio he can hear 
music, political speeches and lectures. He 
is usually within reach of a motion-picture 
theatre, and through that medium he has a 
wider, though often distorted, vision of the 
world. 
Many farmers, moreover, have conven· 
iences undreamed of a century ago-modern 
plumbing, electricity, central heating. Farm 
machinery has been improved to a point 
where the typical farmer is a capable me· 
chanic, not the " hayseed" of the nineteenth 
century comics. Farm practice has been 
influenced by the experiment stations, the 
colleges, the county agents, the radio and 
the agricultural press. The management of 
a commercial farm is as intricate an opera· 
tion as the management of a factory, and 
involves a greater knowledge of science. 
Unfortunately there are large areas where 
these conveniences and machinery and know!• 
edge of science are mostly lacking. Only 
a sixth of our farmers now have electricity 
and plumbing, only a third have radios and 
telephones, only t wo-thirds have automobiles. 
There is a wide opportunity for further ad· 
vance, through such agencies as the Rural 
Electrification Administration, before the 
farm catches up with the city in the use of 
home conveniences. 
The difference between farm and city, 
however, is not wholly a matter of technique. 
It is not only that the farmer has been 
slower than his city neighbor in adopting 
modern ways -of living ; he has a different 
notion of the good life, a different set of 
values. Even today, despite the changes in 
rural life, the city man who goes to live and 
work in the country is aware that he has 
passed from one culture. to another. 
* * * One divergence springs from the fact that 
in the city a man's status, and particularly 
that of his wife, is largely determined by 
competitive consumption. In the country a 
person is more likely to be judged by what 
he or she produces than by what he or she 
is able to consume. Rural ideals are ex· 
pressed in the terms " master farmer" or 
"homemaker." The family is a stronger 
institution in the . country, where it is con· 
cerned with . both production and consump· 
tion, than in the city, wher e it is almost 
wholly concerned with consumption. 
These differences in life and labor lead to 
differences in . standards of conduct. It is 
not necessary to go into the ethics of these 
standards-the important thing is that they 
are real. 
They make the farmers and their wives 
thrifty, while many city people tend to be 
spendthrifts. They make the family the 
economic unit on the land, whereas in the 
cities the unit is the individual. They make it 
natural for the farmer to welcome children, 
in part because the children can ·help with 
the farm work with benefit to their health 
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anu cl1aracter. They make the farm popula-j that. young people nre working for their keep not the product of agriculture alone. 
tion the mos t stable element in the nation, on parental acres, adding little or nothing to New England in those days h ad many 
normally the producers of capital and the . agri cultural production. sm all household industries a nd even small 
respecters of capital; and this capital, ac-\ Clearly the problem of maintaining the factories- rug-m aking, m etal-wo rkin g, 
qui red through many years of hard work and 1 farm population as a permanent source of wood·working and m any specialt ies-· which 
thrift by bo th the fanners and their wives, ' labor for the cities has not been solved by gave the farmer an income for work done 
they hope to pass on to their children. t he depression. The fanns ha,·e been littl e during his spare time a n cl provided, and 
1:Jore nnd n1orC', however) th2 L1rn1er's more than a refuge fron1 the rrli cf rolls. stiH provide, fu li -time ernploy tnent for 
posi t ion has becon1e dJfieult, son1 cti 1nes The poorer lands and poorer farmers , not son1e of his children. Even a ceniury ago 
precarious. For nearly two generation s he the richer, have absorbed rnost of the How this incon1 e n1ust have been considerable, 
has b:.~cn losing his ho!d on the land. The fron1 the c~ ti e,::; . As e1nploymcnt in urb nn and the aggregate that J1as accumulated 
equity (value of p rop erty in e xcess of debt) indu3try and con11nerce expands there will during t1 Je ce ntury accounts i :1 l arge part 
fanns owned by farmers const itut('d in 1880 ngnin b e an u rban 1nudzet for the labor of for the present \Vealtb of New England. 
about 62 per cent of the total \'alue of all 1nany farn1 boys and girls, and o'·:ing to the Despite a relatively poor so il and practi .. 
f ann real es tate. The figures for succeed- progressive loss o£ land ov:nership and lower cally no rnineral depo; its, t11e proportion 
ing census yeurs nre 59, s.J, 50 and 1·6 pe r of the rurzJ popuiation in Ne\V E ngland 
cent. ln 19;)0 it was only 4 1.6 per cent; and LAND Ul< IN TH~ UNIToD STAT::S on relief in 1933 was less than half that 
now it is abo ut 40 per cent. In ll!inois, in the United States dS a '.vhole, and in 
Iowa and ::-:outh Dakota only aiJOnt one· !",~·-:,~~ ~-~ :.T-:~!ff':rn;'TT'l many ru a! New Engiand towns there is 
four th cf the farm real estate, measured by 1700 ~ L0< ·' "" '..J '-"' i >!i i ;;p. __ .'+: "~' I fl. ! ;g,J not a peEon receiving Federal relief. 
valu e <liHl aliowing for n1ortgagc J cbt is now ElectL·icity pe~·mits n1an y kinds of small 
owned by the men who farm it. !8"1? fT, .i'I I T;~~~T;T;i A i A\ A i i.-l manufilccures in the rural community, 
l\1igrution to the cities hns transferred 167 9 t K L.! __ j_~ · "!!;. , 4.:<: v , .!1- ' .if'-~ if-~~ -~,vithout s~cr!fice of effic iency and at lower 
enormous wealth fr01n the farrn. Du r ing labor cost; t1Jan in the c ities . Leaders of 
the cLecacl c 1D20 to 1030 «bout 6,3{:0,000 r---- ~l inc!Lslry may well co:1sicler the population 
people, mos lly young, tnovcd fro1n the fanns 1930 ~~0 Ll_l_lL~l*_i ~ill-!~ lJJ!L!J ~ -j 1 pn:spect a nd i ·s econo!nic and poi itical 
to th e c ities. This 1nig ration was inevitable . ( e.o~s PA'Huru- fOPJ: ns ~ij;~r .. E i1nplica lion:;. The 1nost product~ve half of 
Nevertheless, these child ren, f ed, dothed F. M!-1 (CM?~fl~ SYMBoL~zoo.cotlocoAntf 5 01.1t· farn1e rs in 1929 produced nearly 90 
and, in general, educated at the expense of ~·per cent of the fann products "sold or 
the fanners and th e ir wives, rverc surJ· standards <; [ livin;:{, then~ lTJ<~y be f(: wer · j 1" t tl 1 Th 
1 
trac ec.~ o use · 1e c~nsus p.1rase. e 
pli"d practically free of cost to tiH' cities. attractions to h <1ld them on the land. , other billf, each of "hom produced less 
If S2, 51) he ailowcd ns the co~t of feedi ng;, Tl1c agr icu1tm:al p 1·ob lc Jn is a n:J.t.inn~d than :)1,000 of proch:cts, need, in general, 
clot:tillg and ednc.atlng the avc:·age fann prol>lem, and its solu ti on rcqu~n~s a Jon~~ supple tnentary ernployn1ent1 and rnany 
c hi!du :1til Uw age of 15, the cost involved look into the fubH·e. Let us consid c' r brie fly of their children n~ed full-tin1e \VOrk. 
in prov :CEng these G.~~ ··: o,OOD rni grants to the three poss!b~iilics : If they go to the cities, the decline in the 
c iti es exceeded $U.,OOO,OOO,OOO. The fu·st is a fu rther coneentt·at ic> n of 
YVIwn a Jarmcr and hi s ~:vife die the populat ion, wealth and po\ver in the c.d. i <~s . 
chi id :en who have n1cn'cd to the eitie s L1kc This wou~d hasten CH": (L~dine in the pon;du-
thcir ::-;han~ of the cstaLc. This has jn crea;; - tion o f the nation and in the d cn1 .:l lHl r()l" 
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ed the nHn·t·gagc d e bt on fann land. In- f~1nn produ ets. Fe i-.: er: rnral people, fc\V('i' 
clud i 1~g w ith these items the rents and in· c!1lldren--thu .; a d cs(:cncli ng :-o pirai i ll j_wpu!a-
te re s t on dd)i.:5 paid t.o non-farm. pcnplP, tion \voul.d b(~ eilgend,'n·~d. 1 ti s cone;• !y ::bk~ 
1nuch of whi: . .' b \\'tiS the rcsu ~t of rn igration, that' :---u ch v.rbani;;;;.:.l:ion 111ay he nssoe~at('d 18 50 
farm people tran -;ferr:::d tn urban v eople he- wi Ut in cre;J s ill g (k·pcn (L: ncn upon t.he :--d.:nte 
twe<~n Er~O and 19:30 tl -H! e qui\'alent of aLot.!t -n·ith a ,!;·ift tow c.1nl soci;dism -~;md i t has 
$3 :-: ,00:>,000,0 .: :o. Thi s is n.cady ene-thi rdof been su:__~g'-·sted that if ih e :::1tate \vou:d C')Hl.- i900 
the total gross agricultural income in the pen~mte parent~.; .for the co . ..:.t or n' ~!t 'illg 
dec.adl'. chi!dr;·n even as it now hears lno -,t of ti1e 19 _30 
1\-'i ! !!ions of farn1crs, nevertheless, l1c.ve cost of I \i ,_~i r education, the birth 1·atc would 
elun .~ to the sod, :::ome b eca use they lwve r i.sc ~um ~ :i :..~ntly to k c t:p the pop~tlat. ion per-
f/1"~~ 
' l 
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Jnnna ~!;cd to make a good Jiving in sp;tc of n1 nncnlly ~ tal.ionary. nation~s popuiatiorJ after a \:vh ile \Vill be 
all obstuclcs, some be cause they are loo old It might; but ih:., qnestion arises, wou:d rap;d. In rural New E ngland the birth rate 
1o move or sec no other opportunities, ~~ome a strong c nou:.d1 1not ive rem<t in for having ren1ained stationary for a third of a cen~ 
becau,;e they like the life. But fanni ng is children? lJiH pr ec; tionably tlw family as an tury, up to 1930, at least. This is prac· 
11ot ar.d has not been in a beait.hy condition. ins ti tution wouid Ue \v eaker. Goven1nu~n ts tically the only section of the nation that 
Not on ly have hundreds of m illi ons of ac res camwt compel n:n· ca jole people to repro- did not show a notable decline. 
of so il lost fertility by wasteful methods of dLicc, if the conditions of thei r lives and the Such a "rurban" development may not 
cul tivution, hut also the human stock, on prevalent socia l ideal s weaken the unity of be possible the country over. But it prob· 
which the nation depends to replenish and the family and make ch ildren appear to b e: ably would be fea sible in much of the 
revivify its population, has been depl e ted a burden. '·' ··· * "manufacturing belt," an area bounded by 
rap idly. * '' * The second possibility is a return to lines d rawn from New York City to Balti-
The depress ion and unemployment brought agrarian is m. This would mean that mil - ' more, Louisv ille, St. Louis. St. Paul, Duluth, 
a new e lement into the si tuation. The L35 lions of young people must remain on the 1 and then eastward across Ontario and 
census retums revealed that on .japan. 1 of Janel, n ot as necessary factors in food pro- Quebec. An '~rm of "rurban" culture 
tha t year nearly 2,000,000 people were living duction but to live largely on a self-sufficing might extend clown the Piedmont and the 
on fa rms who were not on farms five years basis in a simple viilage economy, c;s in . Appalachic;ns into Georgia. " Rurban" is-
before. Moreover, there had been a back- pre·industria! days. It would m ean a lower ' lands exist at present in certain Pacific 
ing up on t.hc lund of prohably over J,fiOO,OOO standard of living, at least with r eference Coast valleys, and these areas might ex· 
young people who in normal times w·:uld to luxuries, in return for the greater se- panel. 
have m igrated to the cities. Half a million curity and other advantages of rura l life. The spread of "rurbanism" to the ex· 
additional farms came into operation, and The third possibi li ty, wh ich has been ·tent described is possible without drastic 
the average production per farmer dropped g iven the name of " rurbanism," is an at- changes in our economic or political system. 
:w per cent, rever.s ing the trend of a century. i tempt to combine the advantages of urban But t here appears to be no final solution to 
About half of thi s reduction, however, was and rural life. Such "rurbanism" has the modern Occidental population problem 
owing to drought. existed in Southern New England for a except through the spirit of sacrifice-of 
vVhat tbese ligures mean is that many century; its early monuments may be seen parents for the sake of children, of the 
farms have been subdivided, that abandoned in comfortable old farm and village houses, individual for the sake of the nation, and 
farms have been reoccupied and submarginal better than most of those which have been of the present for the sake of the future. 
land cultivated on a subsistence basis, and built in recent years. Those houses were -The New York Times Magazine, Oct. 25, 1936. 
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Socialist battle-cry, "We won't capitulate!" 
50 frequently heard today. Because the 
plan is so fundamental to the existence of 
hiS regime, Hitler put in charge of it not 
an economic expert but the best man at 
his command, whom he has always thrown 
into the breach in a crisis and who alone 
seems capable of ·whipping the entire na-
tion into line-the one m an of Caesarian 
caliber in the National Socialist ranks, the 
"iron man" of Nazidom, his most loyal 
palad in, Goering, whom he has r a ised 
above all other men in the Reich, second 
only to himself, and on whom he has be-
stowed powers without precedent in gov-
ernmental history. 
At 43 years of age, after a romantic 
career of ups and downs more bizarre than 
ever pictured in tales of adventure, Goer-
ing thus finds himself to be one of the 
most powerful men on earth, holding more 
titles, honors and offices than any of the 
others. He is, besides being "Commissar 
for the Four-Year Plan," a lso Minister-
President of Prussia, l~eich Aviation Min-
ister, Colonel General of the Fliers and 
Commander-in-Chief of the German Air 
Forces, General of Infantry, General of the 
Prussian State Police, President of the 
Reichstag, Presiden t of the Prussian State 
Council, Reich Forest Master and Master 
of the Hunt, titular chief of the Prussian 
Gestapo and Group Leader of the Storm 
Troops, who are also a State institution. 
T hat is the outside fa~ade, but behind it 
what manner of man is this new German 
Caesar and what meat does he feed on? 
* * * Goering is in many respects the very 
opposite of Hitler. Both have the same 
pertinacity and strength of will, but there 
the similarity ends. 
Hitler is a fanatical devotee of his own 
idea and, therefore, somewhat one-sided; 
he is a self-made man, simple in tastes and 
rather shy in personal contacts, something 
of an ascetic. 
Goering, born of a family of higher gov-
ernment officials and officers and reared as 
a Prussian officer himself, partakes of the 
qualities that Germans summarize in the 
word "Herr." He is devotee of the danger-
ous but a lso of the abundant life; he is a 
Realpolitiker, as Machiavellian as any, but 
he is also a romanticist, complex, some-
times Quixotic, but never one-sided. He 
was a famous war ace in his early twenties; 
he became a revolutionary and an adven-
turer in the troubled post-war period; he 
is now soldier and statesman, orator, or-
ganizer and diplomat, connoisseur and 
patron of the arts, as well as sportsman. 
* * * Like Mussolini, he loves the grandezza 
that the ruled subconsciously expect of 
their rulers, and he consciously cultivates 
it for the popularity it brings him. He is 
famous for his many uniforms, his imperi-
ous manner and his regal style of living, 
and he sports lion cubs as his playmates. 
He is colorful, temperamental, sometimes 
theatrical, a trifle vain perhaps, but he is 
also one National Socialist wi th a self-
assured sense of humor and is the first to 
laugh with gusto at the innumerable anec-
do tes circulated at his expense; he is their 
most diligent collector. 
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Above everything else, however, he is arm, and when rheumatism of the joints 
the man of action, with a dangerous streak sent him to a hospital he transferred him-
of violence in him. The ruthlessness of self to the aviation corps on his own 
the World War, in which he finished off authority and "kidnapped" his own rna-
some twenty-odd opponents in personal chine, in which he wanted to serve as ob-
combat in the air, still clings to him. server. He skipped a three-day sentence 
If Hitler is the prophet of National So- in the guard house, imposed on him for 
cialism, then Goering is his chief executor. this feat, and went A. W. 0. L. toward the 
They compl :oment each other, and that is front, where he broke all rules, but soon 
perhaps the strongest tie between them. won his iron cross, first class, nonetheless. 
Personally and socially Hitler seems to be ,, * * 
closer to Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels, the In February, 1915, when airplanes were 
Propaganda Minister, but while Hitler is still unarmed, Goering won his first official 
his own best 'propagandist Goering is the air victory, which is also credited with be-
better executive. One needs the other and ing the first air victory of the World War. 
their loyalty to each other has been sealed A French bombing squadron raided the 
in blood. headquarters of the German Crown Prince 
Goering was born on Jan. 12, 1893, in I at Stenay during a visit of the Crown 
Rosenheim, in Upper Bavaria, and is thus Princess. Goering seized a twenty-five-
four years younger than Hitler. His family ' shot Mauser rifle and started out with his 
machine to chase the squadron single-
handed. He emptied his rifle and one of 
the French planes was seen to detach itself 
from the formation, although it reached its 
lines in a glide. This gave him an idea; 
he mounted a machine-gun on the wing 
and produced the first armed German war 
plane. 
Other and more expert inventors had had 
the same idea, and soon flying turned from 
brave escapades into the grim business of 
almost daily contests in the air in which 
one lost, as a rule, only once. Goering, 
having become a pursuit flier-or, as the 
Germans say, a "hunting flier "-also lost 
but lived. A dozen British planes once 
took him by surprise ; his machine was hit 
sixty times, his benzine tank riddled, his 
motor shot to pieces, and he himself se-
verely wounded in the leg and right hip; 
but he managed to escape and landed right 
next to a German hospital where he could 
be put on the operating table a few minutes 
afterward. 
was well off and owned several estates. Soon he was back on duty as leader of a 
His father, Dr. H. E. Goering, fought as an "hunting squadron" whose black-and-
officer in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870- white checker marks became a familiar 
71, and was later the first "Minister-resi- sight over the allied lines. After his twen-
dent " in the German colony of Southwest tieth air victory the Kaiser bestowed on 
Africa under Bismarck. One of his an- him the Pour le Merite Medal, the highest 
cestors was something like an "economic decoration in the Prussian Army. 
dictator" of a large district under Fred- In June, 1918, Goering became comman-
erick the Great and earned the praise of his der of the Richthofen squadron, whose 
sovereign. famous leader had just been k illed and 
But the Goerings seem to have had tur- whose first successor had crashed in a new 
bulent blood in them. Dr. Goering got plane which Goering had flown just before 
into a row with Bismarck's successor and him. With this squadron he took part in 
went into foreign colonial service. Her- the last desperate struggles of the German 
mann, who first attended the Gymnasiums armies, opposing allied superiority in num-
of Fuerth and Ansbach and then the of- bers with greater frequency of attack, 
ficers' cadet school at Karlsruhe and Berlin· until his un it was reduced from fifty to 
Lichterfelde, was from the beginning, in eleven planes. He refused to surrender 
the words of his military instructor, " a fine these after the armistice; defying orders, 
chap, but difficult, a born revolutionary." he flew them back home, where the Allies 
All his life he has been impatient of re- got them later. 
straint and has always "widened" his or- * * * 
ders and instructions to suit his own ideas. After such nerve-tingling experiences, 
He was 21 and a lieutenant in the in- peace would have been in any case a prob-
fantry when . the war broke out and im- !em to th is war veteran of 26; but the 
mediately proceeded to g ive himself his peace he did find roused the last drop of 
owq orders. He "widened" his specific , his rebellious blood. He defied the re-
instructions in his first contact with the volutionary soldiers' council that welcom-
enemy and dashed ahead. He tried to ed him home; he called on his officers 
kidnap the French commander of Muehl· and met at the farewell assembly to re-
hausen right out of the midst of his staff, sume the fight at home; he flaunted his 
and it is a wonder that he lived to tell the uniform and decorations in the faces of 
tale. the revolutionaries, and when, at a meet-
Inevitably he felt attracted to the new air ing of former officers in Berlin, the chair-
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The Chinese Take 
To The Air 
By ANTHONY BILLINGHAM 
SHANGHAI 
'Vinging its way swiftly southward the 
great twin~motored Douglas passenger plane 
begins to lose altitude for its landing at 
Nanking. The huge silver-colored ship is 
en route fron1 Chungking, head of navi ga· 
tion on the Y angtse Hiver, to Shanghai, the 
great fore ign-controlled city on the China 
coast, and its schedule permits only a two· 
minute pause at the capital of China. 
Below, spread in a panorama of green 
moun ta ins and yellow rice paddies, is one 
of the most diflicult countries in the world 
in which to trave l. Roads are few. Muddy 
rivers and gray lakes reflect the bright 
afternoon sun and toy junks lean in the 
wind like paper boats pasted on strips of 
golden water. As the plane nears the earth 
it can be seen that the peasants working in 
the wet fields pause in their labors to watch 
it fly overhead, while the ponderous water 
buffaloes hitched to their ancient plows 
nuzzle the green rice with bamboo-caged 
noses. 
Nanking, an ancient walled city with a 
modern varnish, flashes by b elow, foreign· 
style houses set strangely among old Chi· 
nese temples and towers. The plane banks 
twice, permitting some coolie grass cutters 
to run to safety, and then settles in over 
the stout city wall to a landing. 
Planes are no longer a novelty in China, 
yet crowds of spectators are usually on hand 
to observe arrivals and departures. Defore 
the establishment of the Chinese airways 
even moderately long trips consumed several 
wee ks and friends and relatives of the voy· 
ager gathered to see him off. Just because 
it is now only four hours by air from Han· 
man himself r equested him to avoid such 
provocation to the ruling Reds, he shoved 
the chairman aside and made a defiant 
speech which brought him cheers but noth· 
ing else. 
Compelled to make a living and unable 
to find a job in the new Germany, he be· 
came a professional flier, first in Den· 
mark, then in Sweden. 
A forced landing in the latter country 
brought him down in snow and ice near 
Castle Rockelstad, where, as in old ro· 
mances, there lived a pretty maiden yclept 
Baroness Karin von Fock, s ister-in-law of 
the castle owner. Goering married her 
and they lived in great devotion to each 
other until she died in 1931. On her death· 
bed she pledged Goering to be ever loyal 
to Hi t ler, and Goering, come to power, 
brought her body from Sweden and buried 
it with state funeral rites in the Schorf. 
he ide, the hunting grounds of the Prussian 
Premiers, erecting a shrine named "Karin· 
hall" in her memory. 
In April, 1935, he married, amid elabo· 
rate ceremonies that amounted to a "state 
wedding," Frau Emmy Sonnemann, his 
present wife, whom he had appointed to 
the title of a State Actress in the Prussian 
State Theatres under his domain. 
-The New Y01·k Times Magazine, Dec. 19. 1996 
(To be COillillued) 
kow to Shanghai, instead of four days by 
river steamer, is not sufficient reason to a 
Chi.nese for abolishing a fine old custom. 
This day at Nanking the door on the 
plane is barely opened before a gray-beard· 
ed Chinese gentleman hurries in nervously. 
Behind him, trooping up the aisle, come his 
family-wife, his married son and daughter· 
in·law and two grandchildren. 
It is obvious that the old gentleman is 
about to make hi s first trip by air. H e sits 
quietly as the ship makes the run for the 
take·off. It gathers speed and the wheels 
b~unce a bit over the rough stubble of the 
field. Suddenly, leaving the ground, it be· 
gins to climb smoothly. 
As the voyage progresses smoothly he at 
last looks out smilingly to see the valleys of 
Central China spread before him. The 
peaks of the sun·dappled mountains, which 
he kn ew well from the ground, appear close 
at hand. R eaching inside his girdle, he 
withdraws a small silken bag and from it 
extracts a carved jade snuff bottle. He in· 
hales deeply from the tiny silver spoon, and 
r elaxes into the soft cushioned seat with 
pleasure. 
Chinese, like that old gentleman, are 
largely r esponsible for the success of com· 
mercia] flying in China. Chinese are pecul· 
iarly modern·minded in some ways. Little 
more than ten years ago a train journey \·Vas 
an adventure to that old man and his like. 
And much less than ten years ago the old 
fellow probably experienced his first ride in 
an automobile. 
There are many reasons for the succe3s 
of commercial flying in China other than the 
mere pleasure derived from soaring above 
the clouds. Aside from the usual benefi ts, 
there are two vitally important considera· 
tions. For the official, the clouds hold no 
assassins, while for the wealthy there are 
no kidnappers. 
Flying relieves both groups of a dreadful 
and ever-present fear. This is largely re· 
sponsibl e for another of those singular con· 
tradictions of the East; aviation was an 
estubl ished enterprise in China before the 
building of roads was more than well under 
way. 
China has now three aviation companies 
connecting about fifty of the largest cities, 
doing a surprisingly large business. Ahnost 
every province in the country has been 
opened up by air routes until it is now pos· 
sible to travel from Shanghai, on the coast, 
to the far hinte rlands of Szechuan, Yunnan, 
Shensi and even to the borders of Sinkiang. 
In the establishment of commercial air· 
ways China has r eceived more assistance 
from the United States than from all the 
other countries put together. The China 
National Aviation Corporation is 45 per 
cent Pan-American owned. The other 55 
per cent is in the hands of the Chinese 
Ministry of Communicat ions. This concern 
has done a prodigious amount of prelimi· 
nary work, and now operates three lines 
with great success. It is the largest and most 
important company of its kind in China. 
This Chino-American ente rprise is operat· 
ed precisely as are Pan-American systems. 
It trains its own radio operators, builds its 
own radios · and runs forty radio weather 
stations. A radio direction finder is operat· 
ed at Shanghai. The company is now busily 
installing direction finders at all way stations 
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and putting homing devices on all planes. 
In Manchukuo the Japanese have also 
made aviation history. Since the Mukden 
incident of September, 1931, a close net. 
work of commercial lines has been establish. 
ed over the entire country. The main line 
begins at the southern port of Dairen and 
goes north and westward with stops at 
Mukden, Hsinking, Harbin, Tsitsihar and 
Hailar, ending at Manchouli on the Siberian 
border. There are also feeder lines to the 
west into Jehol and to Shankaikwan on the 
Manchukuo·Chinese border, while other 
lines operate eastward to Manchukuo's 
Korean and Siberian borders. 
* * * Daily twelve-hour flights are now made 
from Hsinkiang, capital of Manchukuo, to 
Tokio, and the price of the trip, l ike every; 
thing in Japan, is extremely moderate. It 
costs 277 yen, or less than $85 in American 
money. 
Japan has played a singular r~le in the 
development of aviation in China. The 
United States and Great Britain were 
frustrated for years in their endeavors to 
make air·service connectiom in China be; 
cause the Chinese Government knew that 
Japan would demand privileges at least as 
wide as those any other nation received. 
Japan, however, is directly responsible 
for the interest in aviation which began to 
sweep China a little more than four years 
ago. Before the Shanghai incident China 
was, to say the least, not air·minded. But 
five tragic weeks of aerial bombardments of 
Shanghai were sufficient demonstration to 
even the most uninteres ted Chinese of the 
possibilities of the airplane both for war 
and for peace. Since that time interest has 
been profound and is still growing. 
The Parliamentary 
Monocle Gains 
Friends 
By CLAIR PRICE 
LONDON 
As the wearer of the best· known monocle 
in the House of Commons, Sir Austen Cham· 
berlain seems to have more followers today 
than he has had for many years past. More 
than a score of M. P.'s now wear the single 
eyeglass. Most of them wear it on a string, 
as Sir Austen himself does and as his father, 
the greatest of the Chamberlains, did be· 
fore him. But there are a few experts 
among them who rely on muscular contrac· 
tion alone to avert disaster. 
It may be that none of them is expert 
enough to flip his monocle into the air like 
a coin and catch it in his eye as its falls, as 
the Piccadilly Johnnies of an earlier day 
were supposed to do. Nowadays nobody 
seems to find time to cultivate this superla· 
tive degree of expertness, or at least no· 
body allows himself to be credited with it 
The last remembered instance of it was 
during the war, and then in Egypt instead 
of Piccadilly. 
On that occasion it had the effect of 
striking awe into a company of somewhat 
unruly Australians. That had just been at· 
tached to the command of an English of· 
ficer who wore a monocle. It was the first 
monocle they had seen in real life, for theY 
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bad never been in England and monocles 
have never seemed to flourish in the domin-
ions. The entire company rose to the 
occasion as one man. On their first morn-
ing in camp they caricatured their new 
commanding officer by appearing on parade 
with the lids of their blacking tins solemnly 
struck into their left eyes. 
The Englishman took a long and silent 
look at them. Then he flipped his monocle 
iuto the air and deftly caught it in his eye. 
"Do that, you blighters!" he barked at 
them, and turned on his heel and walked 
away. 
Nowadays monocles seem hardly capable 
of rising to such heroic heights. Their new 
popularity in the House of Commons may 
at first seem to indicate that the tone of the 
House is becoming more distinctive than it 
used to be, but on second thought it may 
just as easily indicate that monocles are 
becoming less distinctive. If they have lost 
THE BURNING OF THE CRYSTAL PALACE 
The Crystal Palace, whose destruction by 
fire was recently reported, held a long 
record of service to the public as a home of 
instruction and popular entertainment and, 
consequently, occupied a position which it 
will be hard to fill. How catholic that 
entertainment was!-ranging from great 
musical festivals to dog-shows, circuses, and 
Brock's Firework Displays. And, for a 
while, the Imperial War Museum was hous· 
ed there. Royalty always took an interest 
in the building; and Queen Mary h·as already 
travelled slowly along the Parade by car, 
so that she could view the damage. Design-
ed by Sir Joseph Paxton to house the Great 
Exhibition in Hyde Park in 1851, the Crystal 
Palace was in danger of destruction when 
the Exhibition closed, but a company was 
formed to acquire it and it was transferr ed 
to Sydenham. The vast structure of glass 
and iron, covering 25 acres, was enlarged 
and redecorated and, in 1854, was opened 
by Queen Victoria and the Prince Consort. 
The two Towers were a new feature at this 
time. Rising 282 feet high, each contained 
a tank capable of holding over 357,000 gal· 
Ions of water, to supply the jets of the great 
fountains. In 1861 Blondin walked a tight· 
rope stretched between these towers, push· 
ing a wheelbarrow before him; and lately 
the South Tower has been used for televi· 
sion experiments. From the date of the 
opening, the Palace became a place of plea-
sure for visitors from all parts, for it prov-
ided entertainment to suit all tastes. The 
Palace was probably the first enterprise to 
cater for the general public's appreciation 
of music, and in 1857 held a Handel Festival 
on his centenary (the first of the subsequent 
Handel Festivals there) which attracted 
lnusic-lovers from all over the world. In 
1860 the first band festival took place, the 
forerunner of the annual brass band contests 
Which encouraged so much keenness and 
competition. The Saturday concerts and 
the great organ, which now lies under the 
wreckage, were other features which re· 
gularly drew a large audience to the Crystal 
Palace. In 1909 a receiver in bankruptcy 
was appointed and it was feared that the 
Palace and the grounds of 200 acres would 
be destroyed and built over. Fortunately, in 
1911, the Earl of Plymouth made himself 
responsible for the purchase-money, but it 
was not until 1913 that the public had sub· 
scribed the sum needed and the Palace 
became the property of the nation. The 
Festival of Empire was staged there in 19!3, 
and then, during the war, it was taken over 
by the Admiralty to be used as a training 
"ship" for the Royal Naval Volunteer Re-
serve and was known as H.M.S. "Victory 
VI.," or, more affectionately, as H.M.S. 
"Crystal Palace." In those four years of 
war 125,000 men passed through. The 
Palace was once again reopened to the 
public in 1920, after extensive redecoration 
and repair, and it housed the Imperial War 
Museum until 1923. In later years the 
Palace continued as a very popular resort, 
staging shows. festivals, and exhibitions. It 
was only last year that further restorations 
were completed, br·inging the total cost to 
about £300,000, and the Duke of Kent, who 
hurried to the scene of the fire and discussed 
the position with the firemen, inspected the 
sculptures and works of art. Between 1894 
and 1914 the Cup Final was played at the 
Palace and the Corinthian Football Club 
still uses the ground. Amongst other at-
tractions were a maze, a speedway, and a 
boativg-lake, while, since the disaster, the 
first sod of a two-miles road-racing circuit 
has been cut in the grounds, and is expect· 
ed to be ready by March. The Trustees 
have appointed a committee of twelve to 
consider and report on the future of the 
Crystal Palace. 
-The Illustrated London News. 
their old terrors, they seem also to have 
lost the air of foppishness which one made 
them the emblem of the intellectual feather• 
weight. 
Why they should ever have been regard· 
ed as such an emblem must remain a mys• 
tery. Perhaps it was because the single 
glass sometimes impedes movement of the 
eyelids and so produces the effect of a fixed 
stare out of one eye. Or perhaps it was 
because of the startling effect of lifting an 
eyebrow and so dropping the glass to the 
end of its string, where it tinkles about 
the front of the waistcoat until it is retriev-
ed and slipped into its case. 
Whatever the reason, it can hardly be 
doubted that monocles alone, of all ·the 
known correctives of defective vision, have 
utterly failed to capture the affection and 
esteem of the human race. People take 
kindly enough to ordinary spectacles. 
Even that very haughty arrangement for 
women, the lorgnette, arouses no actual 
animosity, although it is by far the most 
offensive of all the aids to vision. Compar· 
ed to the hostile stare of a lifted lorgnette, 
a monocle is surely modest and inoffensive 
enough. 
Even now monocles seem to convey a 
faint and far-away echo of Lottie Collins 
pulverizing the Town with "Ta-ra-ra Boom· 
de·ay"-a glimpse of dukes and marquesses 
and earls (with here and there a maharajah) 
all lined up in the correct order of preced-
ence and waiting like perfect little gentle-
men, with armfuls of orchids ·and pearls, 
outside the stage-door of the old Gaiety. 
All through their history they have been 
associated with a type which, in literature, 
begins with Sir Andrew Aguecheek and de· 
scends through the great Dundreary to the 
heroes of P. G. W odehouse. A manner, 
rather than a fixed character, hovers about 
them-a lisp, a stutter, a crowing chuckle, 
a little trip in the walk, and a general fop· 
pishness and fatuousness. On the stage, at 
least, they belong to the comic Englishman, 
and it is on the stage that for. the most part 
they have survived. 
The comic Englishman and his comic 
monocle will presumably continue to flour· 
ish on the stage, but in real life the only 
monocle that survives today is the parlia· 
mentary monocle. This is a far more seri· 
ous institution. It is worn by older men 
and in an atmosphere of dignity and solem· 
nity rather than of orchids and pearls. 
The late Piccadilly monocle and the pres· 
ent parliamentary monocle have indeed 
this much in common-that both are as· 
sociated with men who dress well. As far 
as this present generation is concerned, the 
senior Chamberlain may be regarded as the 
father of the parliamentary monocle. His 
eldest son, Sir Austen, has inherited not 
only the monocle and the orchid but also 
the Chamberlain frock coat, which has the 
remarkable property of making its wearer 
look as if he had been carefully poured 
into it. 
Faultless dress, and no more, the mono-
cles of Piccadilly and of Parliament have · 
in common. Now that the one has disap· 
peared from real life and the other seems 
to have gained more devotees than ever, it 
may be that the time will eventually come 
when monocles will exchange their comic 
past for a future of dignity and even esteem. 
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Tanizaki: 
Asltikari and the 
Stot•y of Sltunkin 
Tim: s Literary Supplement, 
London Dec. 19, 1986. 
Mr. Tanizaki, generally regarded by his 
countrymen as the most distinguished ex· 
ponent of the "art for art's sake" school of 
novelists and pl aywrights in Japan, was 
born in 1~86. The two short novels con· 
tained in this volume, written in 1932 and 
1933, are considered by Japanese critics to 
be his best work. In both these exquisite 
little romances the author holds closely to 
the classical traditions of literary purity 
and restraint. In both the romantic love 
theme is delicately presented, with under· 
tones of poetic feeling and pathos; but it 
remains secondary in importance, as tradi-
tion prescribes, to the fundamental law of 
duty and self-sacrifice. 
Mr. Tanizaki's work and his philosophy 
of life have been described as "aestheticism 
flavoured with hedonism-'' In these tales 
the flavour is very subtle and elusive, the 
lovers' actions and feelings being continual-
ly dominated by the d iscipline of r eticence 
and self-control, imposed by the society to 
which they belong and the ethical ideas 
underlying its restraints. The physical 
manifestations of love have as little place 
in these romances as its emotional idioms 
and gestures. Passion and affection find 
their carefully guarded expression in the 
display of· courtesy and kindness; female 
loveliness is implied rather than described. 
Though wholly Japanese and free from all 
Western iufluence, the delicately romantic 
atmosphe1·e of Mr. Tan izaki's tales aucl the 
lovely scenes in which they are set have 
something of the ethereal quality of a Wat-
teau pastoral. 
Fujil1ara: The Spirit 
of Japanese lndustt•y 
. .Orien tal Affairs, Shanghai, Dec. 1936. 
This book is of interest for several rea-
sons. It is written by a prominent Jap-
anese Industrialist-a m ember of the 
House of Peers who is President of the 
Oji P aper Company. It is the outcome 
of a series of lectures, which the author 
gave in Japanese some two years ago, and 
was originally published in Japanese for 
Japanese readers. The large circulation 
it attained in Japanese led the publishers 
to think that an English translation would 
be of interest to foreign readers. The work 
of translation has been done by Y. Fuku-
kita, who mentions that the author, after 
a brilliant record in the service of Mitsui 
Company was invited, in 1911 to undertake 
the reorganization of the Oji Paper Com-
pany. The latter then had a capital of six 
million yen, and had not paid dividends 
for several years. Today it is a prosper-
ous undertaking with a capital of Yen 300,-
000,000. 
The Volume is divided into three Parts, the 
first of which describes "The Phenomenal 
Development of Japanese Industry." Many 
of Japan's modern industries were started 
much longer ago than is generally realized, 
though failure attended same of the earlier 
ventures. A complete cotton mill plant 
was imported in 1863, and the paper factory 
which was the nucleus of the one over 
which Mr. Fujihara now presides, was 
organized, on official initiative, in 1872, the 
plant, including bricks and cement being 
imported in its entirety from England in 
1874. The first mechanical silk reeling 
mill was established in 1872, and a cement 
factory was started in 1874. The W ar 
Department's woolien mill, founded in 1876 
is still operat ing, and a glass factory was 
opened in the same year. All of these 
enterprises h ad Government backing. In 
1884 however, a set of Regulations was 
promulgated providing for the sale of Gov-
ernment factories, and from this step really 
dates the industrial development of Japan. 
Many difficulties had to be overcome by 
the pioneers, as for example, the problem 
of finance. A recently deceased cotton 
magnate conceived the idea that it would 
be best to confine his dealings to one bank, 
which, he expected, would stand by him in 
times of adversity_ The absence of com-
peti tion, however produced exactly the 
opposite effect. His bank charged him 
higher interest rates in times of prosperity 
and found innumerable excuses for refus-
ing loans when money was tight. To this 
experience the author attributes the con-
servative policy of most Japanese cotton 
mills, which have restricted their dividends 
in order to build up ample cash reserves. 
They are now financially independent of 
their bankers and agents, and can meet 
fluctuations in the price of raw cotton 
without dismay. 
Mr. Fujihara combats the view that "a 
country poor in raw materials cannot ex-
peCt to be an industrial nation." He quotes 
statistics to show the enormous quantities 
of iron ores, iron and steel, coal, raw cot-
ton, rubber, :;md wool imported by the 
leading industrial nations, and emphasizes 
the low freight rates of Japanese steamers 
as a favourable factor in her industrial 
development. 
The second Part of the volume discus-
ses "Industrial Expansion Due to Racial 
Traits." As an example of successful J ap-
anese competition the bicycle, which Japan 
is exporting in increasing numbers to Ger-
many, Holland Britain and the United 
States, is m entioned. Even the 100 per 
cent import duty levied by the last·named 
country does not prevent Japanese cycles 
from selling in America at about half the 
cost of those made in the States. Much of 
Japan's industrial success Mr. Fujihara 
attributes to the national characteristic of 
"stressing the spiritual aspect of their 
work, to which other considerations are 
subordinate." 
The third and final section of the Book 
deals with "Opportunity for Expansion." 
Mr. Fujihara does not overlook the serious 
blows that have been dealt to Japan's ex-
port trade by the successive boycotts in 
China. But it is to the pressure applied 
by those boycotts that he attributes the 
expansion of Japanese trade in other direc· 
tions,. notably to India, the Straits Settle-
ments and the Netherlands East Indies. 
The idea of the Japan-Manchoukuo-
China economic bloc does not appeal to the 
author. "The Japanese cannot afford to 
stand on the defensive and adopt a negative 
policy. Japan, whose manifest destiny is 
to exploit the world market for her in-
dustrial products, should assume the offen-
sive. She has no use for an economic bloc 
of narrow scope." 
The volume is illustrated with several 
coloured plates · specially painted by Ari-
tsune H attori, and a number of photo-
graphs of buildings, m achinery, etc. 
The Ashburto'1. Guardian, 
New Zealand, Dec. 16, 1936. 
Based on a series of lectures given in 
1934 the book ·was written for his own 
countrymen, whom he wished to inspire 
with confidence in the future of Japanese 
industry_ So far from that fact being a 
detriment, it adds to the value of the pre-
sentation, which thus g ives a truer insight 
into the position than might be the case were· 
it intended primarily for foreign r eaders. 
Philippines Herald, Dec. 2, 1936. 
That a book such as this should come from 
an industrialist at this time when Japanese 
manufacturer s are invading the four corners 
of the world is indeed.most opportune. It 
is, thus, both an explanation and an outline 
of the growth of Japan as a manufacturing 
nation. 
The period of Japanese industrial expan-
sion dates back to the early seventies. In 
the face of the seemingly insurmountable 
fact that the Land of the Rising Sun is de· 
ficient in natural resources, Japanese in-
genuity, industry, patr iotism, and resource-
fulness, have found full play and now J apan 
is on the forefront among the industrial 
nations of the world. 
Technical assistance and machin eries had 
first to be imported from America, England,. 
Germany, Italy, and France. Experts had 
to be secured and the Japanese, being will-
ing and devoted learners, soon exce lied their 
tutors- Today, not only is Japan free from 
foreign technical help, but is in a position 
to supply it to whoever wants such help. 
Thus claims Mr. Ginjiro Fujihara, author of 
"The Spirit of Japanese Industry. 
"In many lines," says Mr. Fujihara, 
"Japan stands abreast of Europe and Amer-
ica, having already rivalled them in the 
cotton industry. Manchester's leadership 
is threatened by the onslaught of cotton 
yarns and texti les produced in Japan. In. 
the dyestuff business, the Cerman manufac· 
turers, who are alarmed at Japanese ex· 
pansion, have proposed an agreement of 
separate spheres of activity. J apan does . 
not have to import chemical fertilizer s any 
longer and is now in a position to export 
some. In addition to technical superiority, 
Japan has the advantage of producing 
everything at extremely low cost." 
The reader is likely to inquire how all 
these have come about. Mr. Fujihara sup· 
plies the answer: 
"Now what has made possible the in· 
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北星堂新刊及近刊の高等英文数科書 IAbont the British Isles 
TALKS INTOI盃Y0 . Revised Edition 
A 6uide to English Conversation for 
Japanese Students by G. CAIGER， B.A. OXON. 
2間 Z東京見物 各ZEJ二幹Z
スラスラと判り易〈震にタメになる英語曾謡I本書lま英語曾語
習得の裏書として、また唯ーの東京案内書と Lて曾枇方面、ホテ
ル、母校告書て非常主主高野を博して居るもの。
英国少年と日本少年が東京見物をしながら日常生活申各場面が次から次へと展開さ
れ、最品遺切にして自然なる英語曾訟を織込んだ無二由良書.
SECTlON I. 
Tom Arrives at Tokyo 
Sight-seeing. 
At the Hotel. 
Some Tokyo Names. 
Hobbies. Photography. 
Gardening. 
A Sl1mmer Evening. 
Book.s. Swimming. 
SECTION II. 
Question Forms. 
Formal English. 
Fireworks on the Sumida. 
SECTION I1I. 
English School Life. 
Hiking in England. 
Sportsmanship. 
Tokyo Through the Year. 
Flying. 
Local Government in England. 
The Police in England. 
Politics. 
Free Conversation. 
An Evening Walk. 
Sight-seeing Tour. 
By Subway to a Department 
Store. Skating. 
Pocket-money. Superstition. 
Wireless: English Progは mmes.
Ghosts. 
The History of Tokyo. 
The W eather. 
Making Speeches. 
September 1st. and N ovember 
11th. 
A School Excursion. 
A Story About Great Britain. 
Citizenship. 
Westem Music. 
Motoring. 
The League of N ations. 
Tom's Departure. 
An Advaneed English Grammar 
Witl" Exercises 
高等英文典教科書
新津米遣先生新著 E221EE・:;0
本書I~ 数多の代表作J英文法寄ら参考と L 著者多年の貨地授業
の経験に基き高等学校井lこ専門事校用の1氏周英文典教科沓とし
て金書¥1卒易なる英文浴用ゐ、多数の練習問題た着陸げて縦纂しれL
のである。
Edited，叩 ithIntrod位:lionand Notes by G. CAIGER， F. R. G. S. 
l!!UJtrated 'U.Jith 17μotOJ. To be pub!ished in Feb. 
From the experience gained in Radio Talks， these talks have 
been edited with a view to making them more interesting to 
readers. Individualy， they are shorter than those in the pre-
vious volume. ln order that readers should not be held up by 
avoidable difficulties a number of names of places have been 
omitted: also references to historical events which needed a 
great deal of explanation. At the same time the notes are more 
numerous and more detailed. A map has been included. 
How to See England. Ke1配 thJolwJtone 
Spring. C!air P円 ce
A Land of Flowers. C. Price “Chequers." 21.1イackai!
Choosing a Government. C!air Price 
The Opening of Parliament by the King. C!air Price 
London-The City within the City. George C. Curnock 
Judges， Baristers and Lawyers. Clair Price 
The English Village. Humphrey Pakingt01l 
Inns. C!air Price Christmas. S. P. B. JlIau 
Old Cl1stoms in Shetland and the South羽Test. C/air Frice 
The Channel Islands. K. Matlze'U.J  
lreland for Laughter. D. L. KcI/eher 
The Six Counties of Ulster. Chm-Ies Dlf 
Scottish Humour. M. McLaren South Wales. J. C. G. Jones 
ln the North East Area. V. 21dam S7Ililz 
Harrogate and the Yorkshire Dales. Kemzetlz NJatthe'U.J  
Lancashire. Ric!，ard Bul1tJ Chester. F. B. N，開 ney
A Visit to Birmingham. KennetJz J，fattlze叩 5
N ottingham. Ken1let!， Mathe叩 J Leicester. Kennet/z MattJ印 刷
East Anglia. Bety 21，-ne 
St. Albans and Bury St. Edmunds. MrJ. H. NOrmanton 
Stratford-olトAvon.C!air Price Oxford. Nowell Char!es Smith 
Cambridge-Summer Courses. No叩 e/!CJzar!n Smith 
Southampton to the羽TestCountry.S. P. B. Mais 
Devon and Cornwall. S. P. B. Mais 
Bath. B. Curtis-Bro叩 1 Bristol. 21. Horse!! 
Thl.ee l'宣eijiReaders: 
fto， Nogi， Togo 
明治の三傑
by Jaules A. B. Sc/"erer 
Witlz l/luJtrationJ， cloth. 
133 pageJ・ ~.50 〒 8 sen. 
N ew lIigher English吃ompositioG:
明治維新以来申日木隈史はiJli;窓Tまに鈴て伊藤
公、乃木大将、東郷元自UO_)三人をjfiじ-cl在るよ〈
把握出来ると云ム申が若''ltω窓凡である@ 本容
は比三偉人の(J!H己であると同時に主主参興した事
件自給容物であり 、新鮮な材料をW!<内外に求b
t特産自明治史であるG新高等英作文教科書 (全二冊)
高定量芸敬授須藤宣言吉先生新著喜六盟各・70
本書I~ あらゆる方而の 問題た取入れて英摩生たして凌特極り
なき現代の要求lこ賂ぜしむるやう訓練た奥へんとしれものであ
る。 一間毎iこ詳し告註経た奥へ、まれ王装備文例L添へてある。
BOBERT nRID6ES'S 
TDE TESTAMENT OF B.EAUTY 
(INTRODUCTlON) 
With NoteJ and Commentary 
by Arundell Delre. M.A. (BALL. COLL. OXFORD) 
Profe8S0γ。fT出hokulmperiαIU伽 versity
C!oth. To be pub!ished in March. 
Battles by Land and Sea. 
lto the Adventurer. Togo and N ogi at Port.Arthur. 
lto the Empire Builder. Mukden and Revolution. 
Togo and the China War. Tsushima and Peace. 
The Tsar's“Eastern Empire." The Portsmouth Conference. 
lto Tackles Rusia. Ito and Korea. 
Red May-and Noki. Nogi and Togo Follow on. 
The story of Japan 's rise to world power centred round three 
leaders seen and heard in aaion. Side-lights from the Rusian 
leaders StoesseI and Rojestvensky and from the astounding diary 
RaJt!ata. Crisp summaries of the China and Rusian wars culmi-
nating in Theodore Roosevelt's Own account of the Portsmouth 
Conference. 
Essays in LUeuoa1•y C.~t•itieism 
Cloth. 173 pageJ. J.@() T 8 mz. 
The Art of Literature. 
Vfays of Studying Literature . 
Impressionism and Appreciation. 
l\1au aud the Race. 
The FunCtions of Criticism. 
b.r E1'/!'Jio'iiJ» q;. lil!~~EIU!l'tort 
EdittJ, ~J.Jith N oteJ by Y. 0TAGIRJ. 
LaJJe!!es Abercrombie 
H. Hudson 
Le'Wii Gates 
George E. H'oodburry 
l'datt!tn<J Arnold 
Cloth. 1.00 T 10 un, 
On the DiHiculty of Discover-
ing Fixed L:nvs. 
I ndependence. 
Family Ties. 
F athers and Sons. 
The D eath of Fri endship. 
'rhe Finx of '.?/e:1lth. 
Differences of Rank & Wealtl:. 
On 'l'l Unrecognised Form of 
Untruth. 
Of Genteel Ignorance . 
Confusions. 
The N oble Bohemianism. 
An1use n1 en ts . 
I.A~ EI{(~§ ~.~m_~]l N~~TIG-'liN§. 
i.£~ t£n~ lf'l~::rr~Ht.D JE;-ye 
Com~Diied, q).~it1~· i\•otes by 0. ·UMETAI'\1. 
The Fan or the Japanese Cultu re. 
Brita\ :1. is a l)ecid\np: FaCtor for VVzr 
To he published in Feb. 
E!ie!J' Sedg•wick 
W idliam Steed 
oi· Peace on Coutincnt. 
l:-:I f::>;~rnony in the IYlec.literranean. Luigi Fede~·zoni 
J'J..rnerica\; Crisis. 
.A.frico.-The Comi ng Co.,tinent. 
F.r~mc-e's Idea of Liberty~ 
'The Ph ilippines L ook at J:tpan , 
Back oi t he Spanish R eb ell ion. 
Andre Sitgfried 
L otlirop Stoddard 
Andre ll1auroi.r 
Carlos P. Romulo 
La'Wrcnce A . Fenl!'WDrt!z 
- - ---
h_r ~l"to'!t--:l"i~:g~e, t?§gg_nfirtf~S 
Cc111j>i!ed, "'-' itlt X otcs ~I' Y . KosE. 
Ciotit. 131 pages. T 8 sen . 
1 ~ Life \\,-orth Li\'ing ? 
'l he V'>'ill to ll el ievr. 
c--;.re~·tt 1\1 an and their E nviron-· 
1nent. 
{[)£aJi<l1Q)"'Ji® :?§ §0.~R~t®M• Ei~~Z!IP.ttR§. 
Abridged bJ' Y. 0 T AGIRJ . 
E OGKJr : 
1. Prelin1inary. 
2. Rerr.i il iscences. 
3. Charaderi-;tics . 
4. The \VorlJ in Clothes. 
5. Aprons. 
B OOK H: 
1. c; enesis . 
2 . I dy llic. 
3. Peda;:;·ogy. 
4. G etti.,g· unde r vVay. 
5. Romance. 
BOOK HI: 
1. I nc ident in Modern H istory . 
2. Church-Clothes. 
3. Symbols . 
4. Helo ta::;c . 
5. The Phoenix. 
6. Old Clothes. 
C/otli . 
6. r,:J i-;'.' t' ll aneo us- 1-ii sto ri cal. 
7. Th e \\'orld out of Clotlrcs. 
8. i-\da: n il-i:-:m . 
9. Pure il.e,"on . 
10 . Pro ~ pedi \· e . 
6. Sorrows of T eufclsdrockh. 
7. 'J'he Everlasting No. 
8. Centre of .Indifference . 
9.<! 'J he Everlasting Yea. 
10. P au;c. 
7. Organic F ilaments. 
8. t..: atunl Supernaturalism. 
9. Cirnm1 spe (':t ive. 
10. The Da1;diacal Body . 
11. Tailors. 
12. F arewell. 
Macaulay: F.t•ederie the Great 
Editcd, 'Wit!z NoteJ by M. KOHNO. 
Cloth. 140 pageJ. .80 T 8 sen. 
Pe1.oson.aUtiies in tbe W o:rld?s Eye 
Compiled, "lvitlt N otes by 0. UMETANI. 
In Washington : 
In London: 
In Ankora: 
In Rome: 
In Berlin: 
In Pragae: 
To be publiJhed in Feb. 
Franklin Roosevelt. 
Stanley Baldwin. 
r..!fr. Anthony Eden . 
Sir Austen Cha1nberlain. 
l\!fustapha K.e mal. 
Benito MllSsolini. 
Adolf Hitler. 
Thomas i\.fasaryk. 
Edward Benes. 
Lo'Welf Thomas 
Hmri Beraud 
!!'alter T. Robert 
He11ri Beraud 
AnOJl)IJJZOlU 
A11onymous 
Fitz-Gerald 
Henri Beraud 
, 
®.nll t~11.e ®n•ii.giu ®f Species 
by 'JJ.'IUJ>ll:~cu;; H. lillaJt.~Cey 
To be pub!is;1ed in Feb. 
I. The Present Condition of Organic Nature. 
II. T he P ast Condition of Org-anic Nature . 
III. The f\.f ethod by which the C auses of the Present and Past 
Conditions of Oq:;,m ic Nature are to be Discovered.-- The 
Origination oi Living Beings. 
IV. The Perpetuation of Living Beings, Hereditary Transmission 
and Variation . 
V, The Conditions of Existence as affetting t he Perpetuation of 
Living Beings • 
VI, A Critical 'Examination of the P osition of Mr. Darwin's Work, 
''On the Origin of Specie~ ," in r elation to the complete 
Theory of the Cau ses of the Phenomena of Organic Nature. 
Dh~~n.s an:ad ~11-mr:."J. by 1w. u. l!II~~:e:ason 
Bi rds ~nd M an. 
D a w s in the VI est Count ry . 
Earl y Spring in Sav ernake 
F ores t. 
A \\'ood vVren at \>Ve ils. 
'J'he Sec t· r.t_ of the \Villo"v \;Vren . 
Secret of the Charrn of Fl owers. 
To be puMis!ted in March. 
R avens in Somerse t. 
Owl s in a Village . 
Geese : An Appreciation and 
a l\!femory. 
Vert-vert; or Parrot Goss ip . 
Something Pretty in a Glass 
Case. 
(C~nveN•sgt~~~n.t 1:' ~~~[il'rn.~~.l[l.llle 
OJ' T I10.\1AS FAWCETT and 0. U;vrETANI. 
To be pub/iJlzed in Marek. 
1!'t.1::t~ §E_~aNd§Ni ~fi~Uliii~Lloy Nilan 
by 'F/han:uu; ~e (jJUJiuace~l 
frit/1 J.Votes. Cloth. To be pub!iJhed in Feb. 
A~ 1 :;.. htt;;.;r£H:'t1L k lffi;Ff;: lt'iJ \ IJ pq;,_ f:1 C';b-? 1r.. !.. ~.J,f)~tc·~~ili:~~-" ~f.t 
h·t:. -n,:-[ .. i~ f~VJ i!}(!;;tQ):,i:'t,;~li ~f'm L- Ll;'J d t...-c'iftr~I:A 'J ifi;f~--~ JV - K.Ji; I) "C~k0 
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待望の補習科用英語教科書!日
受験準備無この教科
PRACTI吃ALAIDS 
TO 
ENGLISI置吃OMPOSITION
謹主?
1=ヨ・
ANB 
GRAMMAR ? ? ?霊智塁稲葉三郎先生新著
上製美本 定債 .60.
‘本書の目標砂
1. 中等諸事校l二於げる現行英作文及英文法の
『総括的検討』と『仕上伊ヱ作』
2. 高等諸母校の『的確民よる受験準備J
~*書の内容と其特徴砂
1. 31こ走ら?易l二偏ぜ?、総て綴丈上緊要なる交法上の知識ら
基調とL、之に態?品質際的煩例ら豊島宮lこ蒐集排列しれること.
2. 最近の入試問題ら厳選し、文法併設に密接の輔揚あるものた
採り、範交及ぴ練習題の根幹とし1:ること。
3. -JlJl:受除者が陥り易さ綴交上の遜設や指摘ぜんが1tめ、特iこ
PBA(コT.IεALH.l1VTS 
1D:g(ら設げ、之ら本文の随所l二挿入し、最L適切且つ懇篤な
る3電池英作文の指導教科書Tこるlこ遁憾な告た却し1:る二と。
4ゴ阻OSENESS~"-YS: 
吃EV置(:~ jJI@!l:"'包L.&Sε'IJE1VT.lF.lC
T1稲葉三郎先生新著
削 10年 8月 2日立国主言文部省検定済
172瓦美本 定領 .52鑓 〒6錫
What is a Citizen 1-The Value of Citizenship-The Citizen's 
Duty to Himself-The Dignity of W ork-On Courage-Leisure-
The Citizen of the W orld-Sportsmanship-Address to Students 
-The Joy of Reading-Do We Buy Books 1一Habits-Coiltent-
ment-The Life's Great Question--Self町Confidence-The Doors 
of Opportunity-The Meaning of Education-The Uses of Moun-
tains-The. Future of JaJ?an-True Eloquence-The Engl凶 SUI1-
dayー OnSmiles-Nature and Science-The Aim of Science-
What is Common Sense 1-The Battle of Existence-The Instinel: 
.f Imitationー ThatFuture Age-Currmtη't1口-Notes.
1.本論文選集1:(主と Lて中等諸感校上級用及ぴ補習科周と Lて
編纂Lt:もので雪量輸用賀カ蔓成の敏潟奮として極めて好適な
Lのであります。
2.内符1t Q1;に定評わるE経質穂健な思想、物色選ぴ行交の卒易明確
なものた採り公民遁徳ー般溢徳及ぴ将軍誌に翻する材料や根幹
とL、二れに随筆物1;，-加味し的磁な議書カの1菌養た主眼とし、
且つ文fl王里科雨方面の志望者の要求l二封して遺憾なき事た期
Lて居ります。
3. 各章の終り i二1:(rプログV ステスグJの項た設n本文中の重
要なる熟語慣用匂等の煙室用と Lて、各高等事校専門辱校の最
鑑入試問題tea阜L主i也の練習に侭iへてらリます。叉巻末「カ
レ ν1、.トヒクグス Jの項に1:(時事問題五十怒ら掲げ最近入試
問題の動向ら:1''1¥解すろ一助として置きましれ。
4. 本寄付火。澄ー週ニ時間宛1".以て一年間l二議了するのや目標と
してたりますがその材料の取捨選標其他一般本書の取扱方a
一つに教授者各イ止の賢明なる裁翫に委する次第であります。
5.本文中特に難{鮮の筒所及u:固有名詞lこ1:巻末l二簡.な陸自躍ら
曲目へ、敬授上父母脅上の使|こ資しまし1:.
園田時最新刊文法作文教科
English Grammar and 
‘~omposition 
by T. Y AMAZAKI 
Vols. 1. 2. 定償各 50銭
本書二審1:(中事校第三第四感竿iこ於い℃、茶支i去と英作交と
を併せ教授する目的を以て編纂した Lのであります。
従来の英文法;数科書l工品調論が大部分た占め、構文論1:(幾分
隊]却されて居るかの様に見受げられます。本書1:(少L(趣た兵に
L:構文論に重きた置き、そして第ー巻削工事ら SimpleSentence 
書!!! (空T15t文部省検定済)
の練習に充て、第ニ巻lこ於」、て ComplexSentence， Compound 
Sentence 1;，-研究する主いふ方針に Lり品詞論もそれに適設する
絞雨巻lこ按排してあけます。
自Hちまづ第一巻前半にb干し、-cSimple Sentenceの五穫の形式
た例示し、円いで動詞の活)日た教へ、猶 Tenseの大略、定否文疑
問文lこ於げる WordUrdel守ずら設吾、叉各種疑問詞l二論及して作
互に練習の;艮底1:p悶め後宇iこ方いて人稀代名認、名詞、形容詞、冠
罰、孟IJ，liJのJIl法た述べてあります。
第二巻l二入って ComplexSentence， Compound Sentenceの要
素れ る各種の Clauseた設きその構成に必要な接績詞、関係代名
飼、関係形符旬、関係副京]た論じ、ついで Tense， ~ood， Sequence
of Tenseら詳設L、給 Infinitive，Gerund， Participle ，こ及ぴ最
後l二市I澄認の用法ル附加へれものであります。
東 北 星 回却、 堂 否姿 ~ 11 紳
Vl (第三種郵便物認可)
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Pub!ished 
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Priee 
￥7.00 
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with 
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Lett:ers from 
B. H. Chamberlain 
量。 LafcadioHearn 
Co1tipiledわIKAZUO KOIZUMI 
Gi/t-totted， handsome(y bound in c/oth 9zx 6i" 
l'itlz.I!!ustrationJ Priee Y 3.50 POJtage 22 un 
The !o_ne)y s_oul of _~aíc<ldio Hearn apparently 
found in Professor Chamberlain one oi 'the-f-~; 
in ]apan with whom he could talk on equal 
terlTl_s， ~r:e .to whom he could freely speak-his 
mincl. Theirs were clifferent characters.-=-Hearn. 
who was more emotional， making a strikin立con-
trast to Chamberlain， who c品iledhimselfぷcold-
blooded north巴rner"and was in th日“habitof. 
so to~ay， looking. at _things， not judging them; 
~md tolera~jng everything excepfinto!eronce." SUU th~~lt~il~~-tual ass~iations 
b包tweenth邑 t.¥vo，vere veTY Intimate ancl of 1igh ord!~lヘ F日md t出he伐r噌e was丸， t怯he
!ド"士t仕t巴rs 日howt a pヲE町erfeε伐叫CはtU11口m凶ciε釘I山 n以，din
:氾e文t伐te町rst初oH巴日幻1"n凡.ヤvlhiにchar己co1日iε引cleιedin t凶hi氾sγ01いL口，.:1刀1巴b切yh】I沿ssor日1K王ιazuoコ)K.oizumi， . 
.are a 1"n巴110rialto tbe in1‘了"!.1ateasοじlatiGl1S司nd~~ivむ 1210St !n~eresL i ng side1iに|、ts
戸ponτIeari1.2.宅¥Vel1日号Ch:Jtnherl(ulL '1'hε topiJ73flmit mtilcnver RlJnmtmy-
thin江Jrcrn“ .shall s 日 r~d ¥viJ.lョ)，to the '.'/ornan qりがsliofi.;lnd in the Ietters th;:; 
eru匂叩t巴 rs'ヤ1ヤ1す~gωZ日:t!リ13 h山 s巴iI.f'，ドλ加_リ♂:JI了川
戸1巴 7行rn引iμよ門‘rd日凶 Uω凶!什L江川cぱ:fどωzの〉ηLげεf: r~1;で叫[戸づX川{りJ江ra日rles 人lく爪江 川 h“古川 JapJ.!'1山 eI...ett:~ rs (lf 
L ョfωdio I-I erlrr;， '~ 号d.i.tedby ;¥λVJ山f什r円s.1 ~ : i 7.:}b光c: th }お:;i口凶ユリ山kt江山n、d 川 fけlp丸川Lじω:!
トド戸ωコ1中n.失1〈G&1岳 Co.，t); 巴巳沈e1日引Itω巴川!日れ川C正C、h;恥ト4汁川l;円 ;)χ川川、けげr巾.
，巳 uμム冷告 J『f:巳♂?口7日:¥;.'1れr.'ワF司lご己、口dil九1t:.1e (.~:'r í.lülしむ~:i出 nlit.:!~' at i.U:e. 
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